ABSTRACT. A general form for the covariance of a generalized process with orthogonal values is found in the case where the covariance fi depends on test functions and their first derivatives. Specifically, if fi(<7 </>) = f4>2 dpQ + j<t>4> dp.+fct dp > 0 for 4> £ 9)(R) and Radon measures p. 
f4>2 dpQ + j<t>4> dp.+fct dp > 0 for 4> £ 9)(R) and Radon measures p.-, p.., From the symmetry of B we can assume pQ^ = p.Q. Since B is a (possibly degenerate) inner product, it is determined by the values (2) Bid>,<p) = fcp2dp0+ {cpd>'dp.x+f<p'2dp2>0
where p0 =M00> /^j =/xoi +^10' ^2 = ^1 T "^ne rePreser>tation (2) is not unique, in fact: Proposition 1. fd>2 dpQ + fdxp' dpy + fd>'2 dp2 = 0 for all cp £ ®(R) if and only if dp. =0, dp.--2hdx and dp" = dh for some function h of bounded variation.
Proof. Let T and S be the distributions given by T(cff) = \<p dp0 + -J <p' dp j and S(cff) = I <p dpv 3)°.
The following theorem asserts that a quadratic form () of the form (3) can always be (assumed to be) given by a triplet of measures p such that Q is nonnegative definite on JJ x i) . Lemma. // Q is nonnegative definite, then p. is a nonnegative Radon measure.
Proof. Let h be a function of bounded variation such that p0 = dh. Then integrating by parts we have fd>2 dpQ + fcpcp dpx = f<p<p'(dpl -2hdx). Thus we can assume that Q is given by (3) with pQ = 0. If p2 is not nonnegative, there exists a compact set K C R. such that p2(K) = -e, e > 0. Let U be an and I/ || , ||/ || , \\d> d> || , \d> cp' |l all approach 0 as n->oo.
Let N be so large that Ws.N'rs.J <^0\pA(U), H'c^cJl^e/lOlp^U),
Thus one of the two integrals on the left side of (6) must be less than -e/2. Suppose f^2 sin2 Nxdp? <-e/2. Then To show that the hypothesis of (II) is satisfied, note that V is the induc- 
